Highly ordered Fe-Au heterostructured nanorod arrays and their exceptional near-infrared plasmonic signature.
The potential of highly ordered array nanostructures in sensing applications is well recognized, particularly with the ability to define the structural composition and arrangement of the individual nanorods accurately. The use of heterogeneous nanostructures generates an additional degree of freedom, which can be used to tailor the optical response of such arrays. In this article, we report on the fabrication and characterization of well-defined Fe-Au bisegmented nanorod arrays in a repeating hexagonal arrangement. Through an asymmetric etching method, free-standing Fe-Au nanorod arrays on a gold-coated substrate were produced with an inter-rod spacing of 26 nm. This separation distance renders the array capable of sustaining resonant electromagnetic wave coupling between individual rods. Owing to this coupling, the subwavelength arrangement, and the structural heterogeneity, the nanorod arrays exhibit unique plasmonic responses in the near-infrared (NIR) range. Enhanced sensitivity in this spectral region has not been identified for gold-only nanorods of equivalent dimensions. The NIR response offers confirmation of the potential of these highly ordered, high-density arrays for biomedical relevant applications, such as subcutaneous spectroscopy and biosensing.